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ABSTRACT
Developing interactive systems is a challenging task that involves
concerns related to the human-computer interaction (HCI), such
as usability and user experience. Therefore, HCI design is a core
issue when developing such systems. It often involves people with
different backgrounds (e.g., Arts, Software Engineering, Design),
which makes knowledge transfer a challenging issue. Ontologies
have been acknowledged as a successful approach to represent
domain knowledge and support knowledge-based solutions. Hence,
in this work, we propose to explore ontologies to represent structured knowledge and improve knowledge sharing in HCI design.
We briefly present the Human-Computer Interaction Design Ontology (HCIDO), a reference ontology that addresses HCI design
aspects that connect HCI and Software Engineering concerns. By
making knowledge related to the HCI design domain explicit and
structured, HCIDO has helped us to develop KTID, a tool that aims
to support capturing and sharing useful knowledge to aid in HCI
design. Preliminary results indicate that the tool may be particularly
useful for novice HCI designers.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → HCI theory, concepts and
models; Interactive systems and tools.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Designing quality interactive computer systems is a challenging
task, which involves addressing HCI aspects (e.g., usability, user
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experience, communicability, accessibility, among others) to support users in achieving their goals through the interaction with the
system [5]. HCI design comprises practices, principles and knowledge from multiple fields, such as ergonomics, cognitive science,
sociology, human factors and computer science [31]. Due to the diverse body of knowledge involved in HCI design, interactive system
development teams are often multidisciplinary, joining people from
different backgrounds, with their own technical language, terminology and knowledge. As a consequence, even the understanding
of the product may be conflicting among different stakeholders,
which hampers communication and knowledge transfer [5, 22].
Although HCI design and Software Engineering (SE) have different concerns on the development of interactive systems (HCI
design is more user-centered while SE is more system-centered),
there is a strong connection between these areas [17]. Hence, it is
important to reach a consensual understanding on the meaning of
terms related to both areas to avoid semantic conflicts and facilitate
knowledge sharing. For example, an HCI designer may refer to
the user interface as what is seen through the graphical elements
displayed on the screen, while a developer may refer to the user
interface as the portion of the code that produces the graphical
elements displayed in the screen.
Knowledge Management (KM) principles and practices can be
helpful to address knowledge-related and communication challenges in HCI design. There are some initiatives of using KM to
enable knowledge replicability and improve communication in the
HCI design context and, in most of them, KM has been used with the
ultimate purpose of improving software quality and design process
efficiency. However, KM solutions have been narrowly explored in
HCI design and have faced difficulties mainly related to the lack of
consensus on the understanding of HCI design aspects [6].
The use of ontologies contributes to capture and organize knowledge to deal with knowledge-related and communication problems.
In the HCI context, they have been applied to aid knowledge representation in some sub-domains (e.g., user interface), support interface adaptation, aid in interaction design and evaluation, among
others [9]. However, there is still a need of properly understanding
HCI design and its relation with SE, so that designers and developers
can agree on the same conceptualization of the interactive system
under development and, thus, better communicate and exchange
knowledge with each other.
In view of the above, we advocate that ontologies are a promising approach to aid in HCI design. Thus, we have developed the
Human-Computer Interaction Design Ontology (HCIDO), a reference ontology that addresses HCI design mental (i.e., what is in the
designer’s mind) and materialized (i.e., the artifacts produced based
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on what is in the designer’s mind) aspects and connects them to
SE concepts, providing an integrated view of HCI design and SE
related aspects. Moreover, considering KM principles that seek to
transform individual and implicit knowledge into organizational
and explicit knowledge, we have used HCIDO to develop KTID
(Knowledge Supporting Tool for Human-Computer Interaction
Design), a computational tool that provides support to represent
and share HCI design knowledge among stakeholders, such as designers, developers and project managers. HCIDO has provided
domain knowledge and facilitated KTID development. KTID was
used by two designers and the preliminary results indicate that
the tool may be particularly useful for novice designers, who need
to learn from previous experiences to create new designs. On the
other side, experienced designers may prefer a more creative and
individual process, being more willing to share knowledge than to
reuse knowledge recorded in the tool.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
provides the background for the paper; Section 3 discusses some related works, Section 4 briefly presents HCIDO; Section 5 introduces
KTID; and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 HCI Design and Knowledge Management
HCI can be defined as the discipline responsible for the analysis,
design, implementation and evaluation of interactive computer
systems for human use [22]. An interactive computer system (also
referred here as “interactive system”) is a combination of hardware
and software that receives input from and communicates output to
users [15]. According to [10], the communication between the user
and the interactive computer system is the interaction itself. User
and system are, thus, participants in the interaction.
HCI design focuses on how to design interactive computer systems to support users to achieve their goals through the interaction
between them and the system [31]. In general, the HCI design process comprises four main activities: understand and specify context
of use, which aims to study the product users and intended uses;
specify requirements, which aims to identify user needs and specify
functional and other requirements for the product; produce design
solutions, which aims to achieve the best user experience and includes the production of artifacts such as prototypes and mockups,
that will be used in the future as a basis for developing the system;
and evaluation, when the user evaluates the results produced in the
previous activities [15].
HCI design can be understood as a knowledge-intensive process,
requiring effective mechanisms to collaboratively create and support a shared understanding about users, the system, its purposes,
context of use and the necessary design for users to achieve their
goals. Schneider (2009) [25] defines knowledge as a human specialty stored in people’s minds, acquired through experience and
interaction with their environment. According to [20], knowledge
can be classified in two types: tacit and explicit. Tacit knowledge
represents the subjective and non-documented knowledge that lies
in people’s mind, which is related to personal experience and involves intangible factors such as beliefs, perspectives, intuition and
values. Explicit knowledge, in turn, represents objective knowledge
that can be documented in such a way that it can be accessed by
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other people. Knowledge in this format can be easily transmitted
and shared in the form of general principles, scientific formulas,
codified procedures, among others.
Many times, organization’s knowledge is undocumented, being
represented through the skills, experience and knowledge of its
professionals, which makes its use and access limited and difficult
[18, 23]. Knowledge Management (KM) aims to transform tacit and
individual knowledge into explicit and shared knowledge. By raising individual knowledge to the organizational level, KM promotes
knowledge propagation and learning, making knowledge accessible
and reusable across the organization [18, 23, 25].

2.2

Ontologies

An ontology is a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization [28]. The conceptualization is an abstract and simplified
view of the world which is intended to be represented for some
reason. Every knowledge base, knowledge-based system or knowledge level agent is committed, either explicitly or implicitly, with
one conceptualization [27].
An important distinction differentiates ontologies as conceptual
models, called reference ontologies, from ontologies as computational
artifacts, called operational ontologies [14]. A reference ontology is
constructed with the goal of making the best possible description
of the domain in reality, regardless of its computational properties.
Operational ontologies, in turn, are designed with the focus on
guaranteeing desirable computational properties and, thus, are
machine-readable ontologies.
For large and complex domains, ontologies can be organized in
an ontology network (ON), which consists of a set of ontologies
connected to each other through relationships in such a way to provide a comprehensive and consistent conceptualization [30]. The
ontology presented in this paper (HCIDO) reuses concepts from
(and, thus, is connected to) two ONs: the Human-Computer Interaction Ontology Network (HCI-ON) [9], which contains ontologies
addressing HCI sub-domains (e.g., HCI phenomenon, HCI Evaluation), and the Software Engineering Ontology Network (SEON)
[24], which includes ontologies addressing ES sub-domains (e.g.,
Software Requirement, Software Process, System and Software).

3

RELATED WORKS

In the literature, there are some works proposing ontologies related
to HCI design. However, different from HCIDO, they do not focus
on describing the HCI design itself or representing its relation with
SE. In [26], for example, an ontology that addresses interaction
aspects is proposed to describe interactive behaviors on user interfaces, aiming to support test automation of interactive systems
functional requirements. In [19], in turn, UI2 Ont addresses concepts
related to user interface (such as components and activities) and
defines taxonomies (i.e., classifications) to those concepts. Other
ontologies, although addressing HCI design itself, focus on HCI
design in specific contexts, such as design of web applications [1, 2],
haptic devices [16] and gesture-based interactions [8].
We did not find any work using ontologies to aid KM in HCI design. The work more closely related to ours is [29], which proposes
a process to automate model transformation of a task description
into an interaction description, based on metamodels derived from
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ontologies that represent knowledge about the user interface design
process. In that work, knowledge was identified, uniformized and
captured through a KM strategy in which ontologies are used as a
mean to support model transformation. Different from our work,
[29] is not concerned with knowledge sharing. In our work, the ontology (HCIDO) is used to provide HCI design domain knowledge
that contributed to a better understanding of the domain and to
develop a tool to support knowledge representation and sharing.

4

THE HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION
DESIGN ONTOLOGY (HCIDO)

HCIDO provides a well-founded consensual conceptualization of
HCI design, addressing both mental and corresponding materialized aspects. In its current version, HCIDO focuses on the design of
software aspects of the user interface of interactive systems. Hence,
the design of hardware aspects, the interaction interaction itself
and user experience facets have not been covered by HCIDO yet.
HCIDO conceptualization was developed based mainly on works
by Ralph and Wand [21] and Guarino [12], which regard design
core concerns, as well as on ISO standards (e.g., [15]), which are
particularly concerned with HCI. It addresses a knowledge intersection between SE and HCI design by reusing SE concepts from SEON
[24] and HCI core concepts from HCI-ON [9]. On one hand, reusing
concepts from existing ontologies helped accelerate HCIDO development because, by reusing SE and HCI existing knowledge, we
were able to focus on HCI design itself. On the other hand, HCIDO
is integrated to HCI-ON [9], contributing to grow the network
conceptualization and to connect it to the SE conceptualization
provided by SEON [24]. Being a well-founded reference ontology,
HCIDO is grounded in the Unified Foundational Ontology (UFO)
[13]. Discussion regarding the grounding of HCIDO in UFO falls
outside the scope of this paper and can be found in [7].
HCIDO was developed by following SABiO [11]. In order to
establish the ontology scope, we defined competency questions,
which are questions the ontology is intended to answer. Some
examples of competency questions defined to HCIDO are: How does
an HCI designer reason about the object being designed? What is
an HCI design specification? Which are the components of an HCI
design object? What is described in an HCI design specification?
What is the motivation for an HCI design choice? How can an HCI
design object be implemented from an HCI design specification?
A fragment of HCIDO conceptual model is presented in Figure 1.
Due to space limitation, the figure does not include concepts related
to mental aspects and presents only HCIDO concepts relevant to
this paper. Moreover, the figure only shows SEON and HCI-ON
concepts directly related to the included HCIDO concepts. In the
figure, HCIDO concepts are presented in orange, HCI-ON concepts
in yellow and SEON concepts in blue. In the model description,
concepts from HCIDO are written in bold, while concepts from
SEON are written in italics and from HCI-ON in underline italics.
To better understand HCIDO concepts, it is necessary, first, to
understand some SE-related concepts from SEON [24] (the ones
in blue in Figure 1). A Person Stakeholder is a person interested or
affected by software development activities or their results. Software Artifacts are objects intentionally produced to serve a given
purpose in the context of a software project or organization. They
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can be classified according to their nature. A Software Item is a piece
of software, produced during the software process, not necessarily
a complete product (i.e., it can be an intermediary result such as a
system component). A Document, in turn, is any written or pictorial,
uniquely identified information related to the software development, usually presented in a predefined format (e.g., a requirements
document). An Information Item is a piece of relevant information
for human use, produced or used by an activity (e.g., a component
description, a bug report). A Software System (e.g., a system to buy
airline tickets) is a subtype of Software Item that is constituted of
Programs. A Program, in turn, is a Software Item not considered
a complete Software System (e.g., the system component to select
available flights in a given date), which aims at producing a certain
result, in a particular way, through its execution on a computer.
A Requirement is a goal to be achieved, representing a capacity
needed for the users (e.g., buy airline tickets). When a Requirement
is recorded in some kind of Software Artifact, there is a Requirement
Artifact describing that Requirement. A Requirement Artifact is an
Information Item responsible for keeping relevant information for
human use (e.g., a sentence stating that "the system must allow the
user to buy selected airline tickets").
In addition to concepts related to SE, it is also necessary to
understand some HCI core concepts [9]. An Interactive Software
System is a Software System constituted (among others) of User Interface Programs, which are Programs that handle the User Interface.
The User Interface comprises all parts of the computer system that
users have contact with, physically, perceptually or conceptually
[3]. Users interact with Interactive Software Systems to achieve User
Goals, which represent needs intended to be satisfied by the system.
In the context of HCI design, the HCI Designer is a Person
Stakeholder responsible for creating HCI Design Specifications,
which are Software Artifacts describing how an HCI Design Object
must be materialized (in terms of HCI aspects). In HCIDO, the HCI
Design Object is an Interactive Software System, i.e., the object
being designed is an interactive system. Thus, an HCI Design
Specification describes how a particular Interactive Software System should be. An HCI Design Specification contains one or more
HCI Design Choices.
HCI Design Choices are Information Items that describe particular choices made by the HCI Designer concerning how the
human-computer interaction should be implemented, including
aspects related to the system’s appearance, the disposition of components in space and time and their expected behaviors in response
to user actions (e.g., the fragment of a sketch showing the fields of
a form arranged in two columns; a sentence written in a document
describing the expected behavior after a form submission). Three
subtypes of HCI Design Specifications are defined in HCIDO:
Wireframes, Mockups and Functional Prototypes. As shown
in Figure 1, this is an incomplete generalization set (indicated in
the figure by {incomplete}), i.e., there are other types of HCI Design Specifications besides the ones represented in the conceptual
model. A Wireframe is a Document outlining the basic structure
of the interactive system’s user interface (e.g., how elements are
visually organized when displayed at the screen) in a low fidelity
sketch, which does not address specific details such as colors and
typography. A Mockup, in turn, is a higher fidelity Document depicting how the interactive system should be presented to users,
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Figure 1: Fragment of HCIDO conceptual model.
similar to screenshots of the system’s future screens. Finally, a
Functional Prototype is a piece of code (i.e., a Software Item) intended to present basic functionality of an interactive system or of
its components. It is developed for early evaluation purposes and
cannot be considered the final implementation. In a design process,
it is common that low fidelity artifacts are used in initial steps and
are refined into higher fidelity artifacts as feedback is provided by
other stakeholders and the solution gets more mature.
HCI Design Choices can be motivated by previous HCI Design Choices (e.g., the selection of a certain set of colors to be used
in a screen can motivate the use of the same set of colors in other
screens) or by User Requirements Artifacts (e.g., user stories),
which are Requirement Artifacts that describe User Requirements.
For example, the decision of presenting a banner with new products
at the top of a screen can be motivated by the user story stating
that the user wants to be proactively informed about new products.
Hence, User Requirements, are Requirements that refer to User
Goals. It is important to highlight that the motivation for the HCI
Design Choices is not always explicit in real-world situations (e.g.,
when design choices are motivated by designer’s tacit knowledge).
An HCI Design Object is composed of HCI Design Components, which are User Interface Programs that implement elements
that can be perceived or actioned by users through the User Interface and are referred on HCI Design Choices. Each HCI Design
Component has its own structure, appearance and behavior and
usually is composed of other HCI Design Components (e.g., a
piece of code that implements the user interface of a “product” component, which can be used both in a “list of products” component
and in a “shopping cart” component). HCI Design Components
can be classified into two types, considering the role they play in
the human-computer interaction. A Presentational HCI Design
Component (e.g., a text label) aims to present information that can
be perceived through user’s senses. An Interactive HCI Design
Component (e.g., a button), in turn, is expected to be actioned
(or not) in certain scenarios, according to the actions user perform
during the interaction with the interactive system. It is important
to notice that these two types are not disjoint, i.e., an HCI Design
Component can be both Presentational and Interactive.
As we explained before, although not shown in Figure 1, HCIDO
also addresses concepts related to mental aspects involved in HCI

design. For example, both the design object and its specification
exist in the designer’s mind before being materialized as the objects
and artifacts showed in Figure 1. In fact, there may be situations in
which the design choices and specifications are not materialized as
artifacts (i.e., they exist only in the designer’s mind).
By following SABiO [11], after developing HCIDO, to verify
if the ontology properly covers the intended domain and is able
to represent real-world situations, we performed verification and
validation activities using assessment by human and data-driven
approaches, as suggested in [4]. After that, we used HCIDO as a
basis to develop a tool to help knowledge capture and sharing in
HCI design. The tool is presented in the next section.

5

KTID: KNOWLEDGE SUPPORTING TOOL
FOR HUMAN-COMPUTER INTERACTION
DESIGN

As we discussed before, HCI design involves a lot of knowledge
that may not be easily accessed as it lies in the designer’s mind.
Considering previous experiences of one of the authors working
in a multidisciplinary team containing designers and developers
and, by analyzing real-world situations in the light of the HCIDO
conceptualization, we observed that sometimes it is not easy to
identify all design choices encoded in a design specification because
design specifications are often viewed as a whole and not as an
aggregation of several individual choices. This makes it difficult to
get knowledge about the decisions made until getting the design
specification as a whole and, as a consequence, hampers the reuse
of the knowledge behind these choices when creating other design
objects. This motivated us to develop KTID, a tool that supports
HCI designers to describe, share and retrieve knowledge related to
choices made when designing HCI aspects of interactive systems.
HCIDO contributed to KTID development mainly by (i) providing the understanding of the tool application domain (i.e., HCI
design); and (ii) serving as a basis to develop KTID conceptual
model. Concerning (i), HCIDO conceptualization allowed us to
spend less effort in KTID conception because the ontology provided knowledge about the domain of interest. As for (ii), by using
HCIDO to develop KTID conceptual model, we were able to create
a tool based on an HCI design general conceptualization instead of
on a particular application context (e.g., HCI design in a specific
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organization). This way, KTID can be suitable for more diverse
HCI design situations. Moreover, we reused classes and relations
from HCIDO conceptual model (making some adjustments, such as
adding properties to the classes and creating a new class to record
ratings), which demanded less effort than to create the conceptual
model from scratch.
KTID was developed using a template theme1 built over the
frameworks Laravel2 and Vue.js3 . As main features, KTID allows
HCI designers to record design specifications and design choices
and inform the motivations (e.g., requirements or other choices)
that led them to make such choices (e.g., the designer can record the
chosen component (and related information) to be used, in order
to meet a certain requirement in a design specification created
for a particular interactive system). This feature aims to support
knowledge capture and structuring so that it can be accessed and
reused by others. Figure 2 illustrates the recording of a design choice
in KTID regarding a “register account form” component, which
was cropped from a mockup for a particular interactive system.
In the figure, the description of the choice aims to differentiate
the meaning of the information displayed inside each field of the
form. For example, the phone field contains an input mask, which
should be visible while the user is typing, while name and email
fields contain input placeholders, which provide examples of possible inputs to users and disappear as users start typing. Although
these information have different semantics, they are syntactically
represented in the same way in the mockup, relying on a shared
and implicit understanding between who designed and who reads
the mockup to make the distinction between their meanings. Hence,
KTID aims at providing means to make this understanding explicit
and shared between HCI design stakeholders.
When creating an HCI design, designers can also search for
recorded design choices to reuse (or be inspired by) them. Designers
can also evaluate the design choices by indicating, in a five-star scale,
if they found them useful. These features aid in knowledge sharing.
Figure 3 shows the KTID page used to search for design choices.
Each column of the table can be filtered or sorted, making it easier
for designers to find relevant information considering their needs.
Developers can also use KTID to improve communication with
designers. For example, a developer implementing a design choice
can use the tool to retrieve design choice information to better
understand its details and the motivations that led the designer to
make it. Developers can also verify which design choices need to be
implemented to satisfy a certain requirement that should be met.
We developed the current version of KTID aiming to reach a minimum set of features to allow us to verify if the tool can be viable and
useful. Hence, this first version of the tool has some limitations that
may affect its use, such as the lack of update and delete operations
for some use cases. As a preliminary evaluation, KTID was used by
two designers (one novice and one experienced). We provided the
description of a particular interactive system and they were asked
to create a wireframe to that system using KTID to record and reuse
knowledge about design choices. The novice designer informed that
the tool was useful and, since he reused knowledge recorded in the
tool, he was motivated to record knowledge about the choices he
1 https://coreui.io/vue-laravel/
2 https://laravel.com/
3 https://vuejs.org/
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made in the created wireframe. The experienced designer, in turn,
said that he did not use knowledge available in the tool because he
did not need it to create the proposed wireframe. He said he could
record his knowledge to future use, but he believes that this may
promote some kind of standardization and prevent other designers
from being more creative. The designers also pointed out some
limitations of the tool (some of them were indeed expected, because
KTID current version is an initial version of the tool). In summary,
considering the feedback provided by those two designers, the tool
may be useful, and its use may be feasible, however it must be improved mainly in terms of its user interface and interaction aspects
to be more user friendly. Moreover, it seems that the tool may be
more useful for novice designers.

6

FINAL CONSIDERATIONS

In this paper, we propose to explore ontologies to support communication and knowledge sharing in HCI design. For that, we presented
HCIDO, a reference ontology that provides a well-founded conceptualization of HCI design. HCIDO reuses concepts from HCI-ON
[9] and SEON [24], connecting concepts from both areas and contributing to address the knowledge intersection between them. By
providing a general conceptualization, HCIDO reduces semantic
conflicts and helps communication and knowledge sharing.
We have used HCIDO in the development of KTID, a tool to support capture and sharing of knowledge embedded in design choices
encoded in design specifications. The use of HCIDO facilitated KTID
development by providing the domain conceptualization, which
was used in the tool conception and to create its conceptual model.
By doing so, we did not need to spend much time to understand
the domain and create the tool conceptual model.
Although ontologies have been used in several domains, their use
in HCI design needs to be further explored. This work gives a first
step towards a set of envisioned ontology-based solutions to aid in
HCI design. Currently, HCIDO does not have an operational version,
i.e., we did not implement HCIDO in a language to be understood
by computers (e.g., OWL). Therefore, HCIDO has been used at
conceptual level and design time. Once we have an operational
version of HCIDO, it can be used at run time and other solutions
using ontology-related technologies (e.g., triple store and SPARQL
queries) can be developed.
It is worthy clarifying that the KTID version referred in this
paper is not a complete KM solution (e.g., it does not provide a
robust curation to assess knowledge before make it available). We
decided to provide just a simple evaluation in a five-star scale
and focus on capturing and reusing knowledge to make KTID a
simple solution. Moreover, HCI design involves human aspects,
thus the problem addressed in this work may also be influenced
by social, cultural, psychological and other factors. Therefore, the
combination of ontologies and KM principles can contribute to solve
communication and knowledge sharing issues in HCI design, but it
should not be used as the only approach to handle that problem.
As future works, concerning KTID, we intend to improve it by
considering the feedback provided by the two designers who used
the tool. Then, we plan to evaluate the tool in practical settings,
with a larger and heterogeneous population, in order to assess its capacity of supporting knowledge sharing and communication among
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Figure 2: Describing a design choice in KTID.

Figure 3: Searching for design choices recorded in KTID.
stakeholders with different backgrounds and to provide more general and conclusive results. In the future studies, we also intend to
investigate the influence of using KTID on the creativity involved in
the design process. Furthermore, we intend to implement features to
assign requirements or design choices to developers and integrate
KTID with software development management tools to provide
integrated support to HCI design and software development activities. By doing this, we will explore deeper the connection between
HCIDO and SEON, benefiting from the use of ontology networks

to cover activities from the HCI design to the delivery of the interactive system to the client (e.g., involving implementation and
test activities). As for HCIDO, we intend to explore its use in other
applications to aid in HCI design, such as semantic documentation
and semantic tools integration. We also plan to make the complete
version of HCIDO available trough a website, so that other people
can use it to produce their own ontology-based solutions to aid in
HCI design.
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